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Abstract - Combining frequency modulated continuous wave (FM-CW) teehnology with synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) methods leads to a cost-effective, high resolution imaging radar for small-
scale applications. There is a growing interest in miniaturized versions of such sysfems. The radar
delivers its output in the frequency domain rather then in the time domain so speca/ processing
algorithm, which accounts for the typical characteristics of FM-CW radar has to be used. A time
domain analysis of a FM-CW SAR signal is derived and a first processrng algorithm is presented.

lntroduction
For airborne earth observation applications, there is a special interest in cost effective, high
resolution imaging radars with fast image generation capability and small enough to be mounted
on a small, possibly unmanned, airborne platform. Examples of such applications are in monitoring
of land use, water heights, but also military, e.g. obseruation of enemy lines with Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV's). lmaging sensors based on pulsed radar technology are generally too heavy or
too expensive for daily use. Frequency modulated continuous wave (FM-CW) radars, however are
usually more compact and less expensive. An FM-CW Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) combines
the advantage of FM-CW technology and SAR methods, leading to small, cost-effective imaging
radar of high resolution. A demonstrator system is currently realized at IRCTR based on off-the-
shell technoloSy, [1-3].An important issue in SAR is the signal processing. Processing algorithms
for compressing the raw data in range as in azimuth direction have to be used. Existing SAR
algorithms will not be readily applicable, mainly because pulse radars deliver signals in the time
domain, whereas FM-CW radars deliver signal in the frequency domain. A description of the FM-
CW signal for a SAR configuration is derived.

1. Basic FM-CW pr¡nc¡ple
Frequency modulated continuous wave radar is a technique for obtaining range information from a
radar by frequency modulating a continuous signal, and thereby applying a timing mark to the
carrier. ln a linear FM-CW signal the modulated phase rs;

where f is the carrier frequency and ø is the chirp rate. The echo from a single target at a range

,R will arrive at the receiver with a time delay of r :2Rd , where c is the speed of light. When the
received signal and the transmitted one are mixed, a beat frequency fu is produced, which is

proportional to the range, [4]:

t,=! rnr a¡

(1)

(2)

ø = z"(r", .)"r)
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wherePIR-F isthepulserepetitionfrequencyanddfistheRFfrequencyexcursion.Theproductof
PrRF and df is equal to the chirp rale a . lf the target (or the radar) is moving an additional

Doppler frequency f, = 2v,, / I , where 4, is the radial velocity and 2 the carrier wavelength, shifts

the beat frequency.

2. SAR geometry
The generation of SAR images requires the coherent combination of the echoes recorded. The
movement of the SAR platform with a cedain constant speed introduces a Doppler effect, which is
implicitly exploited in enhancing the image resolution in the direction of the movement The
geometry of the stripmap SAR system considered is shown in fig. 1: the earth surface is
represented by the xy-plane and the radar sensor is moving with speed v along the straight flight
trajectory {(r,y,t)ly=0,t=ft} , where ft is the altitude of the aircraft above the earth surface.

The platform's x-coordinate is related to the time variable / according the relation x: v/; the time
variable interval is chosen to be -T l2<t <T 12, where f is the SAR integration time, that is the
time the target is in the antenna beamwidth. The distance between the antenna position and the
point target is a function of the time and denoted with rR (t), while the nominal range Ro is defined

as the closest distance and in this case (no squint angle) & =fR(0). The distance rR(r) can be

expressed as, [5]:

,R(/)=vho'z+r') =U.^¿-,k +...* \+t! (3)

Figure 1. Geometry ofthe SAR system. The point target is in the antenna beam as long as x-coordinate ofthe
antenna position is within the interval (xmrn,x.ex). B is azimuth beamwidth of the physical antenna.

3. Time domain FM-CW SAR signal
ln this paragraph the characteristic of a frequency modulated continuous wave signal is analyzed
taking into account the particular synthetic aperture radar geometry. Let the transmitted signal
written in complex form be:

ln the derivation of this paragraph the constant amplitude factors of the signal are discarded
because they have no effect on the phase calculation. The received signal is a delayed version of

s. (r) = "*rlir,(t, . )"r)l (4)
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the transmitted one, that is .S"(l):Sr(t-r); after it is mixed with a portion of the transmitted

signal, the lF signal is produced:
I ( l "l'l.s,'(r)= expl ¡ztrl f^r+øn-:ar' ll (5)-1" \" z ))

This description of the intermediate frequency signal is valid for one sweep time duration, that is,
until there is no discontinuity in the modulated signal phase. To describe the signal characteristic
for more then one sweep time duration the periodicity of the modulation has to be accounted for.
Let's break down the time variable into:

t = t'+ k.PRI : t'+ tt (6)

where -P.,1?1 /2<t'<PRIl2 and -Nl2<k<N/2. N is the number of sweeps processed
during the azimuth integration time and ft is an integer; lo is used for notation simplicity. From (6):

t'(t)= ms¡1¡,PRI¡ (7)

The travel time of the signal from the transmitter to the target and back is also a function of time:

" 
(,) =,\!,) " +. x = 

2 

? +,' (!-:v )' (8)

Using (8) and r'(r) instead of / in (5), after some manipulation and neglecting terms with a factor

c' in the denominator, the lF signal can be written in the following way:

.Sro (r'+ lo ) = exp

From the linear term in I in (9) it can be seen that the first lerm 2aRolc is proporlional to the

target nominal range; the second tetm 2tkv2 (f"t nr-2a /c)l c, which is linear in /o , is due to the

Doppler frequency shift, while the third term ato2v2 /c,Ro, quadratic in /o , describes the variation of

the radar-target distance around its nominal value. The term (f, t n, -2a I c)to2vz I c is the

azimuth phase shift history.

4. Signal Processing
The main purpose of the SAR processing algorithms is to compress raw data in range as well in
azimuth direction. A demonstrator system is currently realized at IRCTR based on off-the-shell
technology and it will be attached under the wing of a motorglider. Demonstrator characteristics
and parameters are summarized in table 'l ; more details can be found in [2], t3]. The lF raw data
coming from the radar sensor are recorded in a matrix form in such a way that every column
consists of data of a single sweep; hence the columns contain the range information whereas the

j2n

?(^-+).+(++)
*(2oRo *ztor'( Io _zo)*ato'r').,,
fc c[Ro c) rRo)

*(r'( f, _2")*zotor').,,2 *dr2 .,,t
["[& c) cR" ) cRo

(e)
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rows contain the azimuth information. The dimension of the raw data matrix for a single target is

(1" t fnf¡"N , where / is the sampling frequency. For f, = 5MHz, PRF =lKHz and N =1024
it would be a 5000x1024 matrix. The raw data are range compressed performing a Fourier
transform over the columns to get the beat frequency, related to the range according (2). After this
FFT processing the matrix dimension is drastically reduced covering only those ranges that are of

interest, that is in the range direction there would be only 2(Rþ, - R,",,)df t c cells. From the

values of table 1 this means that the range-compressed data for a single target would be a
1400x1024 matrix. Before azimuth compression the azimuth phase shift history has to be
compensated multiplying the range compressed data by the azimuth reference function:

(1 0)

Compensation focuses the data and determines the relative azimuth position inside the illuminated
area during the integration time. Fig.2 illustrates this principle: a targetA is displaced o'l Lx=v\,t
with respect to the origin where the azimuth reference function is centered. After the phase
compensation the azimuth line will contain a frequency tone:

(1 1)

*,(-i,,Ë!(* +))

. Lx B,Ll = Lt tany = 
----!-vT

where ,8, is the Doppler bandwidth and tany is the slope of the frequency curve. This frequency

- 

Conjugated reference fi¡nction

--- Targôt A azimuth reEponse

a) target and reference response b) aftef multiplicai¡on

Figure 2. a) The target A is displaced ol Ax : v4t wlth respect to the origin where the azimuth reference

function is centered and it is illustrates how At is proportional to Af, O¡ after multiplication the frequency is

constant and equal to /f in the shadowed area, that is the time the target A is in the antenna beamwidth
centered in zero.

tone can be detected by processing the compensated data with a Fourier transform in the azimuth
direction. After inverting (1 1) the azimuth displacement A-xcan be obtained. lf the flight path
deviates from the ideal one errors are introduced, leading to a resolution loss. A Kalman filter is
used to integrate GPS and lnertial Navigation System (lNS) data in order to obtain position and
velocity information and reconstruct the actual flight path, [8]. The basic logical flow diagram is
described in fig.3.
Fourier transform methods obtain frequency resolution that is constant as the inverse of the
observation time, [7]. ln range direction the observation time is lf PRF leading from (2) to a range

resolution:

(12)

B
J
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Uf

b) after multiplicai¡on
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For the azimuth direction (i.e. cross range) the resolution is, [6]:
).

u, -- 2p
where ),=cf fois the transmission wavelength and B is the azimuth beamwidth. Using the

demonstrator parameters listed in table 1, the theoretical range resolution is 0.3 m. Practical range
and azimuth resolution will be larger due to windowing and other smearing effects such as sweep
non-linearities, platform motion and even due to the fact that only part of the real antenna
bandwidth will be used. Range as well azimuth resolution of I m should be within reach for the first
test flight campaign.

(13)

@--"ffil
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Figure 3. Basic logical flow diagram of the SAR processor to be applied. GPS and INS input data are used to
reconstruct the actual flight path Raw data are processed with FFT's in range and ¡n azimuth direction to get
the output image. Dotted blocks will be the object of near future work.

A computer simulation of an airborne FM-CW SAR system has been developed with the
parameters of table 1. As the radar platform flies by, a target is illuminated for a certain period of
time and during this integration time a number of sweeps is transmitted. The lF signal is simulated
and it represents the raw data. After the raw data are generated, they are processed with the
algorithm previously described and illustrated in fig. 3. The range migration correction and
autofocus algorithms are not implemented yet and they will be the object of near future work.
Simulation results of a single target at a nominal range of 600 m and processing 1024 sweeps are
repoded in fig. 4 showing graphics after range compression and azimuth compression. ln fig. 4.a
along x-axis range values are reported while in the y-axis the number of azimuth columns is
shown. ln fig. 4.b along y-axis there are frequency values in azimuth direction, which extend in an
interval of one PRF, thalis I KHz .

5. Conclusion
The use of FM-CW SAR can be useful for all that kind of applications that require small and not
expensive sensors because it combines the advantage of compact FM-CW technology and high
resolution SAR methods. A time domain analysis of FM-CW SAR signals has been derived and a
first processing algorithm has been described. A computer simulation has been developed to
perform a first validation of the algorithm and the range and azimuth resolutions agree with the
theoretical resolutions. ln the near future a flight test campaign with the demonstrator will be
carried out and data will be used to further validate the developed algorithm. Future steps in this
project are the development of autofocus algorithms, Moving Target lndicator (MTl) mode in the
FM-CW SAR and the correction of range migration. The data processing for the demonstrator will
be pedormed off-line; it is the final goal to enable real time production of all resulting image
products.
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ABLE 1. FM-CW SAR demonstrator
FM-CW front end SAR confiquration

Carrier frequencv 35 GHz Platform velocitv 25 m/s
Frequencv sweep 500 MHz Altitude 300 m
PRF 1000 HZ Ground swaür 500 m
Modulation sawtooth Near ranqe 400 m
Beamwidth elevation 28" Far ranoe 820 m
Beamwidth azimuth 60 Ranoe resolution 0.3 m

Azimuth resolution 0.3 m
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Figure4. Simulationresultsofasingletargetatanominalrangeof600mandprocessingl024sweepsarereported.In
a) it is shown the range comp ressed data whils b) il lushates tbe response after phase conection and azimuth compression.
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